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Edited by P. WrightAbstractAfter the publication of the Monod–Wyman–Changeux model, a controversy arose between Jacques Monod,
Francis Crick and Jeffries Wyman about the comparison of the regulatory performances of an oligomer
undergoing a concerted transition between two states and a monomer having the same composition and
subjected to a similar conformational equilibrium. The controversy took place between September 1965 and
March 1966. It gave rise to several unpublished notes. Numerous misunderstandings between the
participants were not fully dissipated as the controversy abruptly ended.
© 2013 Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.Cooperation between Francis Crick and Jeffries
Wyman, on what they later called “the design of an
enzyme”, was a brief but intense venture. From the
documents at my disposal†, it can be presently
reconstituted as follows.
After the publication of the MWC (Monod–
Wyman–Changeux) model in the Journal of Molec-
ular Biology, Crick was struck by an anomaly he
discovered in a footnote of the paper: the authors
meant to compare the regulatory performances of an
assembly of N monomers (protomers in the MWC
nomenclature) undergoing a concerted transition
affecting their overall arrangement (the so-called T-
to-R conversion) with the more restricted effects one
could expect if the transition affected an isolated
monomer unit. On September 29, 1965, Crick sent to
Monod a first draft of a manuscript, already entitled
“A Footnote on Allostery”. This version is probably
due mainly to Crick (sometimes, the author uses the
“I” pronoun), but in the accompanying letter, Crick
says “we” implying Wyman, who received this
preprint the very same day. This first draft is mainly
a demonstration that a fair comparison between the
oligomer and the monomer should be made using an
equilibrium constant, l (the n th root of L, the constant
characterizing the conformational equilibrium in the
oligomer), if one wanted to maintain the monomers,
respectively, r and t, in the conformation they adopt
in their cooperative assembly in the oligomeric state,0022-2836 © 2013 Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND licerespectively, R or rn and T or tn. This short text
corresponds roughly to the section entitled “the
tetramer-monomer comparison” in the manuscript
edited by Stuart Edelstein in this special edition.
Monod circulated this version in his laboratory. On
October 6, he reacted to this early version by
sending to Crick, Wyman and Changeux a “third
power footnote”. Here, he essentially questioned the
consistency of the reference states adopted by Crick
for the monomer with the spirit of the original model.
Crick and Wyman implicitly assume that the struc-
tures to which the monomers have access are
precisely the same as those of the individual
monomers in the oligomer. As a consequence, as
developed by Monod later on, all the cost to be paid
for the allosteric transition to occur will be implicitly
attributed in their model to tertiary changes. The
dissociations of the R and T states into their
respective monomers will then require the same
amount of free energy. For Monod, the very notion of
a relaxed state, for R, implied the opposite.
[Furthermore, one could add that there will be no
longer any justification for the exclusion of hybrid
assemblies of the type r(i)t(n − i) in the distribution of
the quaternary structures of the protein.] In fact, from
Monod's viewpoint (shared by J.-P. Changeux), in
the MWC model, all the cooperative effects are
generated by the extreme selectivity of the quater-
nary interfaces. At the time, therefore, the discussionJ. Mol. Biol. (2013) 425, 1407–1409nse.
Fig. 1. A glimpse at the nature of the correspondence exchanged between Francis Crick and Jacques Monod during
this controversy: excerpts from two letters reconstituted from the materials available in the Archives of the Pasteur Institute
(Fonds Jacques Monod).
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For thermodynamic purposes, Crick's choice was
correct if the l constant encompassed both tertiary
and quaternary changes. Monod pointed out a real
difficulty in the relation of these abstract entities with
reality but suggested a wrong alternative to Crick's
choice.
A spicy and quite entertaining exchange took
place between Crick and Monod (Fig. 1), just before
the announcement that Monod was awarded the
Nobel Prize with Lwoff and Jacob), Crick and
Wyman continued to interact and to develop their
formalism, based on the same set of hypotheses.On November 23, Crick sent to Wyman “a very
rough draft of our paper”. From the accompanying
letter, it is apparent that this manuscript was already
quite similar to the version presented in this special
edition. Crick admits that he has not actually proven
some of the statements made in the text. (These
deficiencies are still apparent in the edited text.) He
said, for example, “I have not made any progress
towards understanding my rather neat equation for
n′ (the Hill coefficient)”. Continuing he added that he
“has not sent anything yet to Jacques (Monod), as
he will be submerged with Nobel celebrations for a
bit, but perhaps we should send him our rough draft
1409Perspective: The Design of an Enzymebefore the London meeting (planned to occur at the
end of December) to give him an opportunity to
digest it”.
Monod received this “second draft” that generated
a second wave of controversy‡. He answered a long
letter to Crick on December 27, maintaining that “in
order to define the monomer in question, you have to
drop one of the most significant assumptions of the
model, namely the dependence of the tertiary
conformation of the protomers upon their mode of
quaternary bonding”. He concluded by insisting
again on the fact that “the physical implications of
these abstractions should be discussed, if it were
only to avoid any tacit shift from mathematical
abstraction to physical reality”. This sentence con-
stitutes also the main handwritten comment made by
Monod on the edited manuscript. All these observa-
tions strongly suggest that the edited version was
written at the end of November 1965 and sent to
Monod by the end of the same year.
Monod then wrote a second version of his “third
power footnote”, where he simply recapitulates his
arguments. He probably discussed the matter for the
last timewithCrick during ameeting in La Jolla, atmid-
February 1966, and with J.-P. Changeux, then in a
postdoctoral stay in Howard Schachman's laboratory
at Berkeley§. Meanwhile, Wyman was busy on a
related subject. As stated in a letter written to Crick on
January 28, 1966, he was “working hard on (a)
manuscript which aims to give an analysis of allosteric
linkage on a quite general basis, without regard to the
symmetry hypothesis or the formal model in the JMB
paper of Monod and Changeux” (sic). This text—on
Allosteric linkage—takes an entirely biophysical view-
point andmentions only briefly the questions raised by
the controversy. It was sent to Monod on February 4
and was finally published much later in the Journal of
the American Chemical Society.
Freed from this task, Wyman intended then to deal
with the “note”. His latest known contribution to the
problem is given in a letter to Crick on March 30,
1966. Wyman returns to the initial question raised by
the controversy, but without coming back to the
objection made by Monod. Assume that a given
monomer fluctuates between two configurations, r
and t, each of them being able to form two structures,
R and T, comprisingNmonomer units. A given ligand,
F, binds the two conformations of the monomer with
different affinities. One wants to characterize the
variation of the steepness of the binding isotherm,
when N is gradually increased. In his letter to Crick,
Wyman simply demonstrates that the comparison
should be done at a ligand concentration correspond-
ing to half-saturation. From the same letter, it is clear
that both Crick and Wyman still intended to improve
and to publish their “Footnote to a Footnote” but that,
for them, the job was essentially finished.Monod progressively lost interest in the contro-
versy. His efforts focused then on the redaction of
the results Daniel Blangy and I had obtained on
another allosteric enzyme, Escherichia coli phos-
phofructokinase. The mathematical treatment of the
corresponding data showed that the enzyme had to
be a tetramer if its kinetics were to obey the
formalism of the MWC model and fixed the various
parameters involved. In the analytical treatment we
developed, we had to borrow only few equations
from the Wyman's formalism.
Interest in allosteric transitions was quickly moving
into the comparison of the various theoretical models
proposed to account for allosteric transitions (main
references given in Edelstein and Le Novère, this
issue). Crick's footnote was only relevant for the
analysis of the most concerted case, predicted by
the MWC model. That is perhaps the reason why
Crick did not complete the draft and submit the
manuscript. One great merit of the analysis per-
formed by Edelstein and Le Novère is to have
carefully put down a formalism that takes into
account Crick's objections and developments and
Monod's viewpoint.Acknowledgements
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† Files present within the Archives at the Pasteur Institute
(coming from Monod or from myself), files coming from the
Archives at Harvard University and draft saved and edited
by Stuart Edelstein.
‡ To my knowledge, very few scientists (if any) were
aware of the existence of this second text in Monod's own
laboratory.
§ Stuart Edelstein was then a graduate student in the
same laboratory and also met Monod on that trip to
arrange for Edelstein to join Monod's group as a
postdoctoral fellow in 1967. It is quite possible that the text
by Crick and Wyman published in this issue came into
Edelstein's possession at this very time, probably via
Changeux.
